
THIRD 

SPACE
The use of hotels, particularly 

common areas post 

pandemic



“Third spaces are the 

in-between, or hybrid 

spaces, where the 

first & second spaces 

work together to 

generate a new third 

space”                         

- Oxford reference -



“Follow their lead: designing 

an F&B outlet with the third 

space in mind will boost 

sales.”

STARBUCKS COFFEE



Agile working…empowers 

employees to to work where, 

when and how they 
choose
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4 Work Modes Adopted

SOCIALISE COLLABORATION LEARNFOCUS

Increases thinking Encourages co-workers 

to get together

Co-creation, 

brainstorming and 

sharing of 

knowledge

Increase 

communication, 

integration and 

problem solving.



WORK MODES
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APPLICATIONS TO HOTEL SPACES POST-PANDEMIC?

The need to focus, socialise, 

collaborate and learn will increase post-

pandemic, creating new communities.

With the increasing amount of people working 
from home, the hospitality industry is best 
placed to fulfill this need for a “third space” 
where people can work & also socialise.

‘Creating spaces where people are 

free to come & go as they wish with 

no preconceived expectations’



REVISIT THE USE OF EXISTING SPACES?

Lobbies, restaurants, bars and 

café areas could be flourishing ‘third 

spaces.

Creating flexible spaces that 

encourage social interactions, foster 
connectivity & creativity providing 
individuals with select choices.

A space that is inviting, visually beautiful 
and with a great atmosphere!

‘We are naturally drawn to 

energy that people create in a 

space’



MULTI PURPOSE & MULTI USE

Space to relax
the 'living room/ library 

or games room &
outdoor areas

“live, work & social”

Work Area 
the ‘focus area’, 

creating touch down 
spaces and meeting 

areas fitted with 
ergonomic furniture 
and suitable tech 

support

Socialise
the ‘restaurant/ café 
area’ doubles up as a 

space for social 
interactions/ and 
informal business 

meetings.

.



WHAT DO THESE SPACES LOOK LIKE?

Flexible furniture fit for purpose

‘Successful third spaces, include community 

engagement, brand alignment, technology, f&b, 
curated furniture and concierge service’

Technology -charging & usb points are criticalSoothing colours, textures and fabrics

Natural light if possible



WHAT DO THESE SPACES LOOK LIKE?

Music & appropriate acoustics Accessibility & Signage

Holistic brand experience



CASE STUDY - citizenM

Examples of international hotels

Hotels through out Europe, America and Asia pacific with a focus on service, the love of people and a relaxed 

atmosphere

Flexible bar, restaurant & 

lounge space

Bookable private meeting 

rooms
Library concept appeals to 

both business and leisure 

traveler



CASE STUDY _ Soho House

Example of  a member’s club

Bookable private spaces for 

teams or individuals

Adaptable and flexible 

lounges

Lounge, games room

Members club founded in 1995, with 27 Houses in 10 countries.



CASE STUDY _ Fabrika, Tblisi, Georgia

Example of  international youth hostel

Ex-Soviet sewing factory transformed in a multifunctional hot spot. 

A space to create, co-work, 

learn and socialise

Multifunction event and retail 

offering courtyard

Quirky industrial loft style

interiors



CASE STUDY _ Latitude Aparthotel

Examples of a local hotel

Innovative aparthotel concept that allows for independent living with the 

added comfort of hotel like services 

Library/ lounge concept with the 

correct furniture can double up as a 

touch down working area

Bookable dedicated meeting 

spaces with F&B options
Private rooms for groups or 

individuals



Key take-outs

o Work with what you have

o A flexible space able to adapt to market changes

o Create new revenue opportunities

o Be responsive and open-minded

o Future-proof and be selective about opportunities


